2006 honda odyssey aux input adapter

You know, to play an i-Pod on, or any MP3 player. It's too bad, I just got an '07 Odyssey and I
just found out that all models come standard with it Good luck. Most Hondas have them in their
center console under the armrest Try that and the front of the console unit. It doesn. Trending
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fine :. Plugged the AUX adapter into the back of the stereo, and then plugged the other end into
the Bluetooth adapter, hid all the cables behind the climate control panel. Followed a YouTube

video. No drilling needed and everything has been working great. Product worked great, sound
is quality. For the aux out, I drilled a hole into the top of the "not an ashtray" and the cord has
sufficient length for the phone to be accessed by the driver not that you should drive and mess
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expected it to interfere with my CD input but was pleasantly surprised when it worked with the
aux input. The biggest complaint is, over the course of a few days the volume gets lower and
lower and doesn't start working again until I reset my phone. Not sure if it has to do with my
phone doubt it or the adapter. It's more annoying then anything. This device limits the volume
of your factory stereo. Also mine was damaged right out of the box. It is listed as CD quality but
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Top reviews from other countries. After a while it started making a noise and only front
speakers are working, no sound on rear speakers. Moreover, it requires a 'A Y' shape radio
wiring harness, which I couldn't find anywhere for my Honda Odyssey Touring. Now I'm unable
use my navigation, though I don't use it regularly. I feel lost now. Don't want spend more money
on it. Any help would be appreciated. One person found this helpful. So far it works as intended.
Installed in under 20mins, mind you I work at a auto assembly plant. The usb charge port is
slow so I won't be using it as I have fast car charger already. The audio jack may not fit if you
have a bulky case on your device. So far I am pleased with the purchase and would buy again.
Report abuse. This product should be takin off amazon. To the makers of this product This
product is exactly as described. The only thing that would have been nice, is if the Ad would
have mentioned how much output in Mah the USB port would provide. It doesn't seem to charge
my phone very quickly, but it does do a decent job. Overall I am happy with this product. I hope
it will hold up over time. The wires were long enough and everything fit nicely. Didn't hear the
audio issues others have mentioned. It installed easily and provides clear and loud audio from
your audio device. This thing is works as advertised and is excellent value for money.
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